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Over the course of the semester, I’m going to writing on the architecture of

comic books. Unlike film and television, which can also prominently feature archi-

tecture to set a mood or tone to a scene, comic book artists are not constrained

by budgets or even the laws of physics when they create their sets. Drawing one

place is just as inexpensive as drawing another, and gravity is no object. In light

of this, I believe that architecture plays a very important role for certain comics

artists, and is used frequently to communicate a vast array of information to the

reader. As the semester goes on, I will be selecting pages and panels from sources

that I believe to be the most creative and intelligent comics writers and artists in

the field; panels which illustrate the clever use of architecture to great effect.

Dropsie Avenue

This phenomenal work by Will Eisner addresses quite directly the relationship

between man and architecture by looking at the evolution of a New York City street

from its colonial beginnings to the modern day. Eisner was a masterful artist and

storyteller who had an incredible eye for comics composition. His drawings are

technically very high in quality, at times he wielded his brush with a draftsman’s

precision. However, in Dropsie Avenue his compositional eye took on the chal-

lenge of framing the emotional content of the setting. For in this comic book,

unlike many others, the setting is the real star of the story and the characters
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are mere “background.” The story shows how the attitudes and values of people

with regard to architecture are constantly changing. What we wish to evoke in

one era may be just the thing we wish to quash in the next decade. This book

shows Dropsie Avenue from rural farmland, to suburban neighborhood, to tene-

ment row, apartment blocks and finally coming full circle back to suburbia. This

shift in values of people toward their buildings underscores the essential similarities

in peoples’ treatment of each other from generation to generation. On the somber

final page it is revealed that racism, classism, and bigotry have survived all the

changes of the previous century and remain with the tenants of Dropsie Avenue.

Bone

Bone tells the story of three anthropomorphic bone-creatures who, after being

run out of their hometown, wander in a desert before coming upon a lush, secret

valley full of enchantment and also dark dealings. The epic, thousand-page story

has been admiringly described as “Charles Schulz draws The Lord of the Rings,”

for its unique blend of humor, cartoonish style and dramatic story structure.

Jeff Smith, the author and artist behind the story, has a keen sense of space and

architecture in his work. There are few buildings in the forested valley where the

story plays out, and those that are there are dwarfed by the natural scenery around

them. In figure two, you can see that the trees are given prominence over the small

cottage, which reminds the reader that the forest is truly wild, and that not at all

does it bend to human proportions. As far as the time period or style with which

the buildings are associated, Smith cleverly dodges both questions, drawing on

universal themes which prevent the reader from dating the buildings to any more

accuracy than, say, early medieval to present day. The materials are simple and

the style unadorned. One can see wood, hay, and stone in use. These aesthetic
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associations help to enforce the fairy tale aspects of the story, effectively setting

it up for humorous anachronistic moments (usually brought on by a comment by

one of the three Bone siblings).

Transmetropolitan

Transmetropolitan is a darkly humorous comic about a rogue journalist named

Spider Jerusalem, who lives in an unspecified near-future cityscape, the design

for which draws on science fiction and cyberpunk imagery. For the comics series,

artist Darick Robertson and writer Warren Ellis created a city which was sprawling,

impressive, but also claustrophobic and grimy. For the first half of the series, Spider

lives in a humble apartment in a decent neighborhood, but after an attempt on his

life by the staff of the President of the United States, Spider must move into a new,

high security luxury apartment uptown. In his weekly column for a prominent city

newspaper, he decries these new accommodations, which have removed him from

the street, which he depended on to connect him to the city. This is an interesting

example of architecture and its role in society. The new apartment is constructed

with security and comfort in mind, meaning that it is elevated in a high rise, with

large, one-way windows which filter harmful UV rays and all sorts of pollutants. It

leaves Spider feeling like a princess locked away in a high tower. Needless to say,

he does not remain there for long.

Blankets

Overall, architecture does not play a large part in Craig Thompson’s Blankets, an

autobiographical ”illustrated novel,” but there is one very memorable architectural

scene that takes place at the beginning of the novel during Thompson’s recounting

of his childhood. The scene revolves around the “cubby hole,” described as a
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forgotten room in the house which is sealed off with removable wooden paneling.

An uninsulated, unfinished nook where odds and ends are kept, and where one of

two brothers must be taken at night when they cannot share the bed equitably

and must be separated. It is a scene which is full of very many confusing emotions

common in childhood, not the least of which is fear. That this tiny room came

to symbolize so much for the young Thompson, so much so that it deserved to be

recounted in his 600 page work (much of which is devoted to his teenage years and

a troubled first love), is very telling. It shows us how much our houses become an

inextricable part of ourselves. Without the cubby hole, would there have been an

equally horrible punishment waiting in store? Or was it singularly fearsome in its

isolation from the rest of the house, it’s darkness and coldness and resemblance

to a cave. It is hard to say, but the cubby hole will doubtlessly stay with the

Thompson brothers forever.

League of Extraordinary Gentlemen

Architecture plays a key role in setting the tone for the look and feel of the turn

of the 19th century in Alan Moore and Kevin O’Neill’s League of Extraordinary

Gentlemen. The book is set in the 1890s and though most of the major cities in

which it takes place have now been fully industrialized for about a century, the

transformation of the world as it continues to pick up speed in embracing new

technologies remains an important idea. The cast of characters is assembled from

works of Victorian fiction such as Allan Quartermain, Mina Harker, Henry Jekyll,

and Captain Nemo. City landscapes are especially well wrought throughout the

comic, with tightly packed buildings industrial-era buildings, smog pouring up from

great smoke-stacks which rise into the night, and multitudinous airships drifting

at their moorings among the spires.
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One particularly interesting choice in the art comes when O’Neill must inter-

pret and design Nemo’s fictional submarine, the Nautilus. It has been said that the

exterior resembles a giant squid battling a sperm whale, but what is really interest-

ing is the interior design that O’Neill had to fashion. It is clearly a cramped space,

often appearing functional and mechanic. But it is shown to have some delightfully

sumptuous twists, with exquisite engravings, Indian symbols and iconography, and

refined Victorian furniture. This is quirky and yet very fitting, a nice touch on the

part of the artist and author.

Hellboy

Artist and author Mike Mignola’s part mystery, part thriller, part pulp action se-

ries, Hellboy, is rife with gorgeous architectural motifs. Mignola seems to take great

pleasure in detailing stonework, over which he lays the bulky, heavily shadowed

forms of his characters. Throughout the life of the series, Mignola’s favorite villains

are the Nazis, or, rather, a still-extant secret branch of the Nazi military that is

heavily involved in arcane technologies and steeped in the occult. This Nazi group

seems to have an endless supply of castles in obscure places which lay in ruins,

but teem and bristle with technological monstrosities. For these settings, Mignola

often comes up with delightfully twisted combinations of medieval castle founda-

tions with industrialized adornment and fixtures. These visual cues represent the

two main foci of the Nazi occult group, their identification with an ancient Aryan

lineage, and the power of the industrial age to spread Aryan supremacy. Mignola

mixes visual cues masterfully, providing rich architectural backgrounds which, in

themselves, become part of the story.
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The Sandman

Neil Gaiman is quickly becoming a household name as a novelist, but among

his earliest published works is the comic book series The Sandman which he col-

laborated on with various artists over the book’s several-year run. The look and

feel of the comic book inherited much from the well established horror storytelling

tradition of E.C. Comics and other like publishers of the 1950s and on. The story

revolves around the character Morpheus, an anthropomorphic manifestation of

dreams, and from the first issue the art style is established as fluid, oneiric, ever-

shifting. There are fantastic architectural details which may start as panel borders

and then blend into solidity within a scene or vice versa. These borders are sinis-

ter, containing arcane runes, symbols, grinning faces, skulls and dragons, to name

a few. To think of a real house that used these as ornament is almost ludicrous,

but within the dream-world of The Sandman comics page, these things powerfully

underscore the drama of the story as it unfolds.

Batman: The Dark Knight Returns

Frank Miller is a renowned comics artist and author and the creator of the much

lauded noir-inspired Sin City, as well as 300, Ronin, and many others. His 1986

book Batman: The Dark Knight Returns was a groundbreaking work of superhero

fiction, telling the story of the end of the caped crusader’s career. Frank Miller’s

version of the city of Gotham, Batman’s fictional hometown, is grungy, dangerous

and slightly futuristic and stands in stark contrast to the Art Deco Metropolis

of Superman, that shining city of light and hope. The portrayal of Gotham has

always been an important part of Batman stories, and Miller’s Gotham performs

its role well. The imagery, as seen below, is unquestionably gothic, spires adorned

with gargoyles staring menacingly down at the streets, the hero himself becoming
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one of them, blending with the buildings’ stone defenders, warding off trouble.

Swamp Thing

Celebrated comics author Alan Moore’s work on Swamp Thing is legendary.

The first issue in which Moore takes over writing has a climactic scene which relies

on architectural details. The issue opens with a Doctor Woodrue being shown

around the personal estate of a very important and wealthy General in the United

States army. The house is lavish and state of the art, with a high-tech security

system controlled from one central access point, with no security staff or extraneous

personal, which the reclusive General finds to his liking. During Woodrue’s months

working at the estate, where he is trying to piece together what happened to Dr.

Alec Holland (who has become the swamp creature of the title) and is now in

cryogenic stasis, Woodrue comes to resent the General. Woodrue enacts a plan

which involves waking Holland and revealing to him that he is not who he believes

to be. That is to say, the Swamp Thing is merely plant matter with the illusion of

consciousness, with no trace of the original Holland in him. Woodrue manipulates

the General’s security system such that it will lock down his house while he and the

now disturbed creature are inside, all but ensuring his death. In the scan which I

have provided below, Woodrue narrates, ruminating on the fact that the General is

now trapped like a “worm in a maze” inside the one place where he was supposed

to always feel safe: his own building. Truly, there is a dark side to architecture.

Nausicaa of the Valley of the Wind

This work of manga, from Japanese artist and filmmaker Hiyao Miyazaki, is a

fantasy story about Nausicaa, a young princess from the small provincial Valley of

the Wind, who is forced to defend her simple, peace-loving people from an empirical
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war machine and impending ecological destruction. Like many of Miyazaki’s works,

it is a rich tale, with many emotional layers and threads. Furthermore, Miyazaki’s

art always seems effortlessly equal to the monumental storytelling tasks that he

sets for himself. In particular, I want to discuss the buildings he has designed for

the citizens of the Valley of the Wind, seen below. There are few buildings that

we see in the valley, and those that are there blends quite well with the natural

landscape. One large building seems to function as both a house for the ruling

family as well as a gathering place for the community, not unlike a medieval castle.

However, this castle looks as though it was shaped from one large rock by wind or

some other erosion, and it is made up entirely of curvilinear organic forms. It goes

a long way in helping to characterize the people of the valley of the wind. That

though they live in an industrial era, they prefer simple, natural methods and they

cling to the tradition of their forebears.

Akira

Katsuhiro Otomo is the writer and artist of the classic manga, Akira, which takes

place in Japan of the near future, where governmental experiments are inducing

telekinetic powers in the population. The most powerful of these telekinetics is

a child named Akira, who is incredibly unstable and who, halfway through the

series, levels the city of Tokyo in one apocalyptic psychic blast. The story deftly

weaves together the movements of several main characters through this bombed

out island landscape as they attempt to navigate, form groups, and generally just

survive. The city, which formerly was organized around the tenets of convenience

and efficiency, becomes a complex jungle where buildings become obstacles, grave-

yards, hideouts, and turf in brutal gang wars. This scenario is horrific on many

levels, for, like in many disaster movies which this comic book no doubt inspired,
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seeing familiar city sites turned on their heads (sometimes literally) has the power

to make us queasy. The man-made quickly becomes macabre in this landscape of

ruins where things are used for everything but their original intended purpose.

Conclusions

Paying attention to the use of architecture in the comic books that I have read

or revisited this semester has been quite interesting. It is very clear that some

artists intentionally use the architecture of their settings to underscore certain

dramatic themes or issues. Others use architecture for key plot points, drawing

the backgrounds into the stories and letting them play a larger role. And in some

cases the architecture is, in fact, the “main character” of sorts, with a story really

revolving around a certain important place, or room, or building. In this special

cases the characters weave into and out of the space to let the action unfold, but,

ultimately, are less important than the place itself.

I am actually surprised to find that more artists did not choose to distort

architectural details in order to set up an emotional tone for their work. Freed

from the fetters of physics, some designers would jump at the chance to give

buildings a more rich dramatic expression. M.C. Escher comes to mind, in whose

work natural law is not king, only that which at first glance seems correct to the

eye is allowed to rule. I would expect more comics artists to take advantage of the

reader’s willing eye, and it is likely that some do. I wonder at why they are so few

and far between. I believe that many artists learn the “correct” way of depicting

buildings so that when they do wish to create realistic settings they can do so.

Furthermore, I think that many comics artists just stop there, especially if their

work is meant to be taken realistically and it never calls for any type of interesting

distortion effect.
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It remains to be seen whether I will go on to produce comic books of my

own, but I know that in any future artwork of mine, I will invariably approach

the subject of “backgrounds” differently now that I have learned to look at and

discuss architecture critically.
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